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A b s t r a c t 
The natural splines of odd degree 2m — 1 interpolating given data are 
known to have a minimal L2-norm of its m-th derivative on the class 
of interpolants from W™. Similarly the natural splines of even degree 
2m, interpolating mean values are known to have a minimal L2-norm of 
its m-th derivative on the class of interpolants from W™. In this paper 
we will consider the class of interpolatory splines of degree k > 0 only 
and we will use free parameters of such interpolatory splines of degree 
k > 0 to minimize some functionals with geometrical or physical meaning 
(curvature, energy). To get this spline we shall use the B-spline basis and 
a minimum N-(semi)norm g-inverse of some matrix . 
K e y w o r d s : In terpo latory spline, norm opt imizat ion, B-spline 
basis, min imum N~(semi)norm g-inverse of ma t r ix . 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s Subjec t Classification: 65F20, 65D05, 65D07 
1 Introduction 
Let the sequence of knots A A := Ai < ... Xg, a < Xj < b, j = 1 , . . . , g and t he 
prescribed d a t a (xi,yi), a < X{ < 6, i — 1 , . . . , n be given. In this paper we will 
consider the vector space of splines of degree k > 0, defined on an interval [a, b] 
with the sequence of knots AA. Our problem is to find a spline of degree k > 0 
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interpolating data (x?;,ui), i = 1,..., n, and minimizing some functionals with 
geometrical or physical meaning. In the following this spline will be referred as 
an optimal interpolatory spline. 
We shall give the conditions under which the optimal interpolatory spline of 
degree k > 0 exists and it is unique. 
The problem of the optimal interpo lation Let the sequence of knots AA 
and data (xi,yi), a < Xi < b, i = l , . . . , n be given. The problem is to find 
a spline Sk (x) of degree k > 0, defined on interval [a, b], with the knots AA, 
interpolating data (xi,yi), i = 1, . . . ,n for which 
J. ( ** )= / [40(.r)]2d.-, le{0,l,...,k-l} (1) 
is minimal 
We will use the H-spline representation of the spline, which will be described 
in the following section. 
2 The jB-spline representation 
The vector space of splines of degree k > 0, defined on interval [a,b], with the 
knots A A, will be denoted by Sk [o>,b]. Its dimension is 
dim (Sk [o, b]) = g + k + 1. 
Every spline Sk(x) G Sk [o, b] can be written as a unique linear combination of 
some g + k + 1 basis function. We will consider the H-spline basis. To obtain 
this basis we need additional knots 
A-fc < . . . < A_i < An = a and b = Xg+i < Xg+2 < . . . < Xg+k+i. 
With these additional knots we can construct the L?-spline basis {I?f+1 },•___£ 
and every spline Sk (x) G Sk [a, b] has a unique representation 
sk (x) = J2 hB^
1 (x), (2) 
i= — k 
where bf are called the B-spline coefficients of Sk (x). 
Now let Mm,n denotes a set of (m,n) matrices and Mn = Mn,n. Further 
we will use a collocation matrix Ck+i(x) for a given vector x = (x\,... ,xn)
T'. 
The following definition was published in [1]. 
Definit ion 2.1 Let x G Mn,i- The collocation matrix Ck+i(x) G Mn,g+k+i 
of jB-splines B\+1 (X), i = — fc,..., g for a vector x = (x\,..., xn)
T is defined as 
/Bt?(xi) ...Bkg+
l(*i)\ 
ck+1(x)=\ ; ••. ; • (3) 
\BkX1(Xn)-..Bk+Hxn)l 
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The following theorem states basic properties of the collocation matrix 
Ck+l(x). 
T h e o r e m 2.2 (Schoenberg-Whitney conditions, see [1], [3]) Let x G Mn,\-
Then for the matrix Ck+i{x) the following statements hold. 
a) Ck+i{x) is of full column rank if and only if n > g + k + 1 and there exists 
{u_/c,..., ug} C {x\,..., xn} with Ui < Ui+i, i = — fe,..., g — 1 such that 
Xi < Ui < Ai+fc+i, i = - f e , . . . , g. 
b) Ck+i{x) is regular if and only if 
n = g + k + 1 and Xi-k-i < Xi < A;, i = 1, . . . , n. 
c) Ck+i{x) is of full row rank if and only if n < g + k + 1 and there exists 
{ lI i , . . . ,/xn} C {A_-fc,... ,A<J with [ii < /xi+i, % = 1 , . . . , n - 1 such that 
m < Xi < fii+k+i, i = 1, • • •, n. 
For I G {l,...,fe — 1}, the l-th order derivative of a spline Sk {x) of degree 
fe > 0 is a spline of degree fe - / having the same knots. Its H-spline coefficients 
can be easily computed from those of Sk {x), i.e. 




ь9] = < 
bU-D _ fcü-i) 
Іfj = 0, 
l ' if j > 0. 
V. K+k+1-j — A-i 




s(i\x) = l[{k + l-j)Ck+i-i{x)b^\ (6) 
i = i 
b(/} = 5/6, with Si = DtLt... D_L_ e Mg+k+i-ug+k+i, (7) 
and with 




and bidiagonal matrix 
(-1 * - i i 
\ 
&M g+k+l-j,g+k+2-j-
- 1 1 / 
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3 (/-inverse for a min imum norm solution of a consistent 
system Ax = z 
Consider the system of linear equations 
Ax = z. (8) 
If A G Mm is nonsingular matrix and z G Mm,i, the unique solution of the 
linear equation (8) is given by x = A~lz. In this section we consider a general 
matrix A G Mm,n and vector z G Mm^ and we want to describe all solutions 
of the system of linear equations (8). 
If there exists a matrix G such that x = Gz is a solution of (8) for any z such 
that Ax = z is a consistent equation, then G does the same job as the inverse 
A"1 of A, hence may be called a generalized inverse (g-inverse) of A and it is 
denoted by A~. For general matrix A G Mm,n the g-inverse A~ is not unique. 
If A is nonsingular matrix, then A~ = A.-1. 
Theorem 3.1 Let A~ be a g-inverse of A. Then it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
AA~A = A. 
Proof See [9]. 
Lemma 3.2 A g-inverse A~ of A £ Mm,n exists and rank(A~) > rank(A). 
Proof It is given in [9], pp. 21 and it is based on a rank factorization. 
Theorem 3.3 Computation of A~. Let A G Mm,n be a matrix of rank r and 
let it be possible to rearrange the columns of A in the form A = (£?i, B2), where 
B\ G Mm,r is of rank r and H2 £ Mm,n-r- Then one choice of g-inverse of A 
is 
Proo f See [9]. 
where P = ( H / H i ) " 1 ^ . 
Remark 3.4 In programme system MATLAB we can compute one choice of 
A~ by MATLAB command pinv. Another choice of A~ can be generated by 
left division operator 
A~ =A\Im = A\eye(m). (9) 
Theorem 3.5 Let A G Mm>n>
 anV g-inverse A~ of A and an arbitrary vector 
u G Mn,i be given. Then 
x = A~z + {I-A~A)u (10) 
is a general solution of a consistent nonhomogenous equation Ax = z. 
Proo f See in [9], pp. 24. 
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Corollary 3.6 Let A G Mm,n with rank(A) = m, Z G Mn,n-m such that 
AZ = 0, rank([AT, Z]) = n and an arbitrary vector v G Mn-m,i be given. 
Then 
x = A'z + Zv (11) 
zs a general solution of a consistent nonhomogenous equation Ax = 2. 
Proof a) Every a: = A~z + ZD for an arbitrary vector v is solution of Ax = £ 
because Ax = AA~z + AZv = AA~~z = z. The last equality is easy to verify 
Because Ax = z is consistent, we have z = An; for some vector w and AA~Aw = 
ALIO = 2 . 
b) Let u = zTD, where D is an arbitrary vector. Then with respest to the 
Theorem 3.5 vector x = A~z + (I - A~A)n is a solution of Ax = z and 
.x = A~z + (I - A~A)Zv = A~z + Zv. • 
Let IV G yVtn be a p.d. (positive definite) or p.s.d. (positive semidefinite) 
matrix. For a vector u G Mn,i we define the IV-norm or IV-seminorm || u ||/v 
by \\U\\N — VuTNu and denote the inner product of two vectors u,v G Mn,i 
by (U,V)N — vTNu. 
Now we inquire whether there exists a g-inverse G such that Gz has the 
smallest IV-norm or IV-seminorm in the class of all solutions of Ax = z, that is, 
we wish to find a solution of linear equations (8), such that 
min ||x||;v = \\Gz\\N 
Ax—z 
where IV is p.d. or p.s.d. matrix. This solution is reffered to as a minimum 
N-(semi)norm solution of Ax = z. 
T h e o r e m 3.7 Let G be a g-inverse of A such that Gz is a minimum 
N-(semi)norm solution of a consistent nonhomegenous equation Ax = z. Then 
it is necessary and sufficient that 
AG A = A (GA)TN = NGA. 
Proof See in [9], pp. 44-46. 
Remark 3.8 A matrix G which provides the minimum IV-(semi)norm solution 
of Ax = z is denoted A~ or more explicitly by A~i(N) and reffered to as minimum 
N-norm or N-seminorm g-inverse of A. We must note that A~,N, may not be 
unique. 
Theorem 3.9 Let A G Mm,n be a matrix with rank(A) = m, Z G Mnyn~m 
be a matrix such that AZ = 0, rank([AT\ Z}) = n and IV G Mn be p.d. or 
p.s.d. matrix. Then there exists just one minimum N-(semi)norm solution of a 
consistent nonhomogenous equation Ax = z if and only if ZTNZ is p.d. 
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Proof a) Let XQ = Gz be a minimum N-(semi)norm solution. Then using 
Theorem 3.7. is AG A = A and (GA)TN = NGA. A general solution of Ax = z 
is x — Gz + Zv, where v £ Mn-m,i is an arbitrary vector, (see (11) in Corollary 
3.6). Now 
||x||2N - \\Gz + Zv\\% = \\Gz\\% + 2(Gz, zTU)N + ||Zi;|& 
and 
(Gz, Zv)iv - (Gz, (I - GA)Zv)N. 
Because Ax = z is consistent, we have z = Aw for an arbitrary w £ JVJn,i
 a n d 
(Gz, Z^)AT = (GAw, (I - GA)Zv)N = H;
T(GA)TIV(I - GA)Zv 
= ujT(NGA - NGA)Zv = 0. 
Thus we have 
\\x\\% = \\GzfN + \\Zv\\% = \\x0\\
2
N + \\Zv\\%. 
So we can see that ||#o||Iv < IMIIv- Hence ||xo||Iv < IMIIv if and only if 
||Zv||iv > 0 <=> \\V\\ZTNZ > 0 <=> ^
T - ^ ^ is p.d. 
b) Uniqueness: Let XQ = Goz and X\ = Giz, where Go and G\ are both 
An(Iv) s u c n t n a t G o 7̂  Gi and ||x0||Iv = ||-CI||JV- Then 
XINXQ - xTNXl = 0 =» z
TGlNG0z - z
TGlNGlz = 0. 
Because Ax = z is consistent, we have z = .Aiu for an arbitrary uj £ JMn,i







TNGlA] w = w
T [NG0A ~ NGiA] w 
<=> N(G0-Gi)A = Q 
or GA is unique and hence Gy = GAw is unique and hence XQ = xi • Thus the 
proof is finished. • 
Theorem 3.10 
1. Let N be a p.d. matrix. Then one choice of A~,N) is 
N~1AT(AN-1AT)-. 
2. Let N be a p.s.d matrix. Then one choice of A^N) is 
(N + ATyl)-AT[A(jN + ATA)-ALT]- . 
3. Let N be a p.d. or p.s.d. matrix and let 
NAT\~ _(Ci c2 
A 0 ~ I C3 d 
Then C2 is minimum N-(semi)norm g-inverse of A. 
Proof Proof is given in [9], pp. 45-47. 
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4 Problem of the optimal interpolation 
4.1 The interpolatory conditions 
With the given sequence of knots AA and given data (.x ,̂Hj), a < Xi < b, 
i = l , . . . , n we want to find an interpolatory spline sk(x) of degree k > 0 
defined on interval [a,b], which minimizes functional (1). Using the H-spline 
representation (2) we can rewrite the interpolatory conditions sk(xj,) = u;, 
i = 1 , . . . , n as 
9 
sk(xi)= J2 bjB*+
l(xi)=yh i = l , . . . , n . (12) 
j=-k 
Relation (12) can be written in matrix notation as 
Ck+i(x)b = y (13) 
where b = (b-k,... ,bQ)
T ,y = (H i , . . . ,u n )
T and Ck+\(x) G Mn%9+k+i is collo-
cation matrix (see Definition 2.1). 
Now let us discuss the system of linear equations (13) with respect to the 
knots. 
a) If the system (13) is inconsistent, then the optimal interpolatory spline 
sk(x) does not exist. 
b) If the system (13) is consistent and the matrix Ck+\(x) is regular, i.e. 
(using Theorem 2.2) n = g + k + 1 and \i-k-\ < Xi < Af, i = 1 , . . . ,n, then 
there exists just one solution of (13) and there are no free parameters which 
could be used to the minimization of the functional (1). 
c) If the system (13) is consistent and the matrix Ck+\(x) is of full row 
rank, i.e. (using Theorem 2.2) n < g + k + 1 and there exists {Lti,... , / in} C 
{\-k,..., \g} with /ij < lI?;+i, i = 1 , . . . ,n — 1 such that 
/i^ < Xi < fjii+k+i, i = l , . . . , n , 
then there exists a solution of (13) and there are g + k + 1 — n free parameters 
which we can use to the optimization purposes. 
From now we will suppose that we have such sequence of knots A A and such 
data (xi,yi) i = 1 , . . . , n that the case c) holds. 
4.2 Functional J/ as a seminorm of 5-spline coefficients 
In this section we rewrite functional Ji(sk) as a (semi)norm of H-spline coeffi-
cients. If we use the H-spline representation (2) and relation (4) then 
Msk) = f
b[4\x)]2dx = o?kl f \ £ b<PB»
1-'{z) J2 6 « B j * l - ' ( * ) W 
Ja Ja i=-(k-i) i=-(k-i) 
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where aki = n j = i ( ^ + 1 - j)« Further we can write Ji(sk) as a function of 





MA; := : j e M s +*+i - / (14) 
V(-3^- , , i3*+1- ') . . .(B*+1- ' ,B*+1- ')/ 
and 




Matrix M*/ is p.d. because Hf+1~/ > 0 and J ? * * 1 " ' , . . . , B*+i- ' a r e basis func-
tions (for more details see in [1], [3]). Using the relation (7) we get 
Mb) = a2kl [Sib]




Nki := SfMkiSt E M9+k+u (16) 
Si = D\L\.. ,D\L\ E JV/5+fc+1_^p+jfe+1, 
£>,- := A'as ( ) E A4p +*+i- j 
V^+fc+l-.? - MJ i=-(k-j),...tg 
and bidiagonal matrix 
LГ.= 
l"11, ^ 
V - i . 
ЄУИ s+fc+i-j,г+*+2-j. 
Matrix LV^ is p.s.d. because with respect to the definition of matrix 5/, there is 
rank(Si) = a + fc + 1 — / and thus rank(Nki) = g + k + l — l. Let us remark 
that if we choose l = 0 then So = I and jV&o = M&o is p.d. 
4.3 Unique solution of the opt imal interpolatory problem 
Owing to precedent two sections 4.1 and 4.2 we can rewrite our optimal inter­
polatory problem, which was described in section 1, as a following problem: 
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Problem Our problem is to find a solution b* of a consistent nonhomogenous 
equation 
Ck+1(x)b = y (17) 
for which 
is minimal. 
Mb) = a2kl\\b\\'k, 
In other words we wish to find a minimum Nki-(semi)norm solution of (17). 
The corresponding technique was described in the section 3. Let us remind that 
Ck+i(x) G Mn,g+k+i is the matrix with the vank(Ck+i(x)) = n and the matrix 
Nki E Mg+k+i is p.d. for / = 0 and p.s.d. for 1^0. Let Z E Mg+k+i,g+k+i-n 
be such a matrix that 
Ck+1(x)Z = 0 
and 
rank([Cj+1(x),Z})=g + k + l, 
then we can use for solving this problem the Theorem 3.9. 
The important property of the matrix Z is that it has linearly independent 
columns Z i , . . . , zg+k+i~n which are in the null space of Ck+i(x), i.e. 
Zi E Ker(Ck+i(x)) := {5 : Ck+i(x)6 = 0}, i = 1,... ,g + k + 1 - n 
and therefore these vectors are basis vectors for the null space. 
Owing to the Theorem 3.9. there is just one minimum N^-(semi)norm 
solution of (17) if and only if ZTNk\Z is p.d. 
If / ?- 0 then with respect to the relation (16) the matrix Nki E Mg+k+i 
with the rank(JVfcj) = G + k + l — / i s p.s.d. Then it is easily verifed that 
the matrix ZTNk\Z E M9+k+i-n is p.d. if and only if n > I. If / = 0, the 
matrix Nko € Mg+k+i is p.d. and therefore Z
TNkoZ E Mg+k+i-n is p.d. The 
condition n > I is fulfilled. 
In such a way we have proved the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 Let Ck+i(x) E Mn,g+k+i be a matrix with rank(Cfc+1(.x)) = n. 
Z E Mg+k+i,g+k+i~n be such a matrix that r&nk([C
T
+1(x), Z}) = g -f- k -f- 1. 
C/(.+i(x)zT = 0 anc? the matrix Nki £ A^+zc+i ^
e defined as in relation (16). 
Then there exists just one minimum Nki-(semi)norm solution b* of a consistent 
system (17) if and only if n > I. This solution is given as 
b* = [Ck+1(x)]m(Nki)y. (18) 
Now we can state the Theorem which describes necessary and sufficient 
condition under which there exists just one solution of our optimal interpolatory 
problem. 
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T h e o r e m 4.2 Let us have given sequence of knots a < Ai < . . . < Xg < b and 
data (xi,yi), a < Xi < b, i = 1 , . . . , n. Then there exists just one spline Sk(x) of 
degree k > 0. defined on interval [a,b], with the given sequence of knots which 
interpolates data (xi,jji), i = 1 , . . . ,n and minimizes functional 
Msk) = J [s[l)]2dx, Ze{0,l,...,fc-1} 
if and only if I < n < g + k and there exists { t t i , . . . , fJLn} C {A_^, . . . , A^} with 
iii < fii+i, i = 1 , . . . , n such that 
[ii < Xi < Vi+k+i, i - l , . . . , n . 
Proo f Owing to the Theorem 2.2 and the section 4.1 we can see that the 
spline Sk(x) of order k > 0 interpolating data (a:;, Hi), i — 1 , . . . ,n exists. The 
uniqueness follows from the Theorem 3.7 and the Theorem 4.1. • 
Remark 4.3 If in the precedent Theorem the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions hold then the optimal interpolatory spline has a unique representation 
8k(x)= f2b*B*
+1(x), (19) 
i— — k 
with the £?-spline coefficients b* = (b*_k,..., b*)
T, which are given by the formula 
(18). 
5 Calculation of the optimal interpolatory spline 
In this section we describe an algorithm for computing spline Sk(x) defined on 
interval [a, b], with the given sequence of knots, interpolating given data and 
minimizing the functional (1). 
Algorithm 5.1. 
Input: 
interval [a, b] 
k > 0 degree of spline, 
I £ { 0 , 1 , . . . , k — 1} degree of derivative in functional Ji(sk), 
sequence of knots a < Ai < . . . < Xg < b 
additional knots A_A; < . . . < An = a, b = Xg+i < . . . < Xg+k+i 
and d a t a x = ( x l r . . , x n )
T , y = (Hi,. . . ,yn)
T 
such that a < Xi < b, for i = 1 , . . . , n, / < n < g -f- fc and there exists 
{jtxi,...,/xn} C {A-*;,... ,A5} with iii < m+i, i = l , . . . , n - 1 such that 
Hi < Xi < m+k+u i = l , . . . , n . 
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Steps : 
1. Compute collocation matrix 
/ B f c + 1 ( x i ) - . . B ^ 
Ck+x{x)=\ : 
\Bttl(xn) ...BJ+'W, 
We can use MATLAB command 5pco^ to compute this matrix. 
2. For i — — k + l,..., g and j = — k + l,..., g calculate 
b 
(B*+-- ' ,B* + 1 - J ) : = f B^
l~l(x)B^l-l(x)dx. 
(I 
For computing these integrals we can use MATLAB commands spmak, fncmb, 
fnint, fnval. 
3. Put Mkl := : : 
\ ( B % - ' , B ^ ) ...(B^-^B^-1) 
4. If l = 0 then by using the Remark 3.4 and the Theorem 3.10 calculate 
b* = [Ck+i(x)]m(Mkl) y-> otherwise go on to the next steps. 
5. For i = 1 , . . . , / compute 
1 
Di := diag 





- 1 1 
eM <?Ң-/г+l — ѓ,g+fcЧ-2 —ѓ -
6. Put Si = DtLr--D1L1. 
7. Put N w = S j
r M w S i . 
8. In view of the Remark 3.4 and the Theorem 3.10 compute 
b* = [Ck+i(x)]~n{Nkl)y-
The unique optimal interpolatory spline sk(x) is given as 
Sk(x)= £б * ą
f c + 1 ( x ) (20) 
г= — k 
with6* = (61 f c , . . . ,6!)
T . 
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Example 5.1 For x = — 1 : 2 : 11, values of the function y = (5 — x) cos(x) 
and knots = x we have computed the natural cubic interpolatory spline and 
the cubic interpolatory splines which minimize functional Ji(ss) for I = 0,1,2. 
These splines are plotted on Fig. 1. The natural cubic interpolatory spline 
and the optimal interpolatory spline which minimizes J2(s3) are identical (solid 
line). The optimal interpolatory spline for I = 1 is plotted by dashed line and for 
I = 0 by dash-dotted line. The minimal values of the functional are J2 = 326.09, 
Ji = 112.5, J0 = 31.38. 
Fig.1 
Example 5.2 Let us have given x = — 1 : 2 : 11, values y = (5 — x) cos (a:) and 
knots = [—1,0 : 2 : 10,11]. There are plotted the function f(x) = (5 — x) cos(x) 
(solid line), the natural cubic interpolatory spline with knots in X{ (dashed line) 
and the cubic interpolatory spline with given sequence of knots which minimizes 
Ji(sz) (dash-dotted line) on Fig. 2. The minimal values of the functional are 
326.09 for the natural cubic interpolatory spline and 864.71 for the optimal cubic 
interpolatory spline. We can see that the value of functional for the optimal 
cubic interpolatory spline is greater than for the natural cubic interpolatory 
spline, but this spline approximates given function better than the other. 
Examp le 5.3 On Fig. 3 we can see optimal splines of degree k = 1,2,3 with 
knots = - 2 : 2 : 12 which interpolate given data x = - l : 2 : l l , H = ( 5 -
x) cos(a:) and minimize the functional J0(sk)> The minimal values of functional 
are J0(si) = 213.35, J0(s2) = 56.82 and J0(s3) = 87.54. 
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6 Conclusion 
We know that if there are given data (xi,T/i), a < X{ < b, i = 1,.,. , n then 
there exists unique cubic spline with knots Xi which interpolates data (xi,yi), 
satiesfies natural conditions (i.e. zero second derivative at points a and b) and 
which minimizes functional J2(s3) on the class of function TV2
2(O, b). This spline 
is called the natural cubic interpolatory spline. Similar variational properties 
were generalized for spline of odd degree and latter too for spline of even degree. 
More information we can find for example in [1], [6]. 
In practise we need not know all values yi in knots Xi or some values may not 
be exact so that there is no sence to require their interpolation. Under certain 
conditions, which are described in the Theorem 4.2, we can separate knots and 
interpolatory points. That way we have free parameters, which we can use to 
the minimization of the functional Ji(su)- If we consider only the class of splines 
of degree k > 0 with the given sequence of knots, we can solve this problem as 
the problem of optimal interpolation, which is described in this paper. 
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